Four Things You Didn’t Know About

Paperless
Lending

I WANTED TO SHARE WITH YOU A GLIMPSE
INTO THE PICTURE OF THE INDUSTRY WE
SEE THROUGH THE PRODUCTION DATA.
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s someone who enjoys a challenging hike, I’ve come to recognize that
even though it’s the destination that motivates you, what you learn
along the way can be just as rewarding. Exploring a new park. Navigating a challenging trail. Observing wildlife in their natural setting. These
are all things to take account of even while working towards the final prize
– the summit that provides a beautiful vista, or a breathtaking waterfall into a
mountain lake.
Like hikers on a trek, lenders have been working to get closer to a paperless
mortgage process ever since the requisite technology to electronically send
and sign mortgage documents became available. Many obstacles remain, but
it’s important to reflect on where we are today and what we have learned so far.
With that in mind, I wanted to share with you a glimpse into the picture of
the industry we see through the production data of our valued business partners. Ultimately, enhanced communication efforts have significant impacts to
the success of all document deliveries.
1. Lenders who actively communicate or work with
borrowers on what to expect with electronic deliveries can achieve a 90% delivery success rate.
The importance of communication to the user experience is clearly evident
here. Looking across the millions of electronic documents eLynx has delivered
on behalf of our customers, there is a distinct difference in the success rate of
banks that actively communicate with the borrower about the electronic delivery versus those that don’t. These types of proactive interactions with consumers can range from a simple message to alert the consumer to something being
sent to actively walking the consumer through documents as they are received.
An example of best-in-class processes are when lenders call their consumers as they are sending critical documents, checking to see if the consumer is
near his or her computer. When this happens, the lender can be on the phone
while the consumer first opens the document and is actively available to answer questions when they most often arise — that first interaction with a document. We’ve found that consumers often can get stuck around some of the
heavy concepts like consenting to receive documents electronically. Having
an educated representative present for this first interaction can significantly
streamline and aid the success of all future deliveries. Absent some form of
facilitation, successful electronic delivery averages about 48%, no better than
the flip of a coin. But when advance communication is designed into the
experience, that rate goes up to 72% and you can achieve 90% in best cases.

2. Borrower time to open electronic deliveries is 70% faster
when the lender communicates in advance or actively
facilitates the interaction.
The other important benefit to
communicating or facilitating the

ed resources, competing urgent priorities, or simply the inertia of existing
processes. Yet, eLynx’s analysis of
data indicates that electronic delivery
can be highly successful when done
well, and that going paperless not only
saves on delivery costs, it has a direct

The other important benefit to
communicating or facilitating the
electronic delivery is that consumers
are much quicker to access
documents when they know
what to expect.
electronic delivery is that consumers
are much quicker to access documents
when they know what to expect. Lag
time in the loan cycle leads to lower
pull-through rates. Any opportunity to
accelerate the consumer through the
loan process results in higher close
rates. There are revenue and cost benefits to faster delivery times.
Un-facilitated electronic deliveries average about two hours and 13
minutes for successful delivery, as
measured by the time between when
the lender sends documents electronically and when the consumer consents
to receive the documents. In comparison, facilitated interactions average 41
minutes to successful online consent,
and best-in-class performance down
to an amazing eight minutes!
3. Borrowers will close a loan
with a lender 66% of the
time when the first successful document signature is
handled electronically versus
only 26% when handled as a
paper-based wet signature.
The evolution to an entirely paperless loan process has long been
envisioned. For most lenders, however, achieving this vision is usually a
multi-phase process because of limit-

impact on loan close rates.
The next question for consideration is where to begin. eLynx data
suggests that answer is… the beginning! The first loan document or set
of documents sent for signature has a
significant influence on the ultimate
loan close rate. A consumer is twoand-a-half times more likely to close
a loan if the first signature document
is handled via a successful electronic
delivery. This is even if subsequent
signatures are done via paper. If you
can achieve a completely paperless
pre-closing process, the loan close rate
increases to 74%. These data points

a large impact and is the preferred
place to start, if possible. If you don’t
enable electronic signature early in the
process, there are still benefits to be
had. The loan close rate is 32% when
the first document is paper signed and
the second document is electronically
signed, still an improvement over the
all paper rate of 26%.
4. The number of documents
being delivered per loan package has gone up significantly.
Today’s consumers must deal with
a growing flood of information coming at them. While much of this is
intended to better inform and protect
borrowers in light of the mortgage
market meltdown, the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB)
itself has taken notice of the information overload and has started to take
a hard look at simplifying the amount
of documentation consumers have to
wade through.
If there is any doubt that regulatory
compliance is driving more disclosures, a comparison of loan package
composition from 2009 and 2012
should put those questions to rest.
Here’s data from one of eLynx’s large
lending customers:
Number of
Documents
1-2
3-5
6-10
11+

2009

2012

50%
29%
17%
4%

21%
31%
30%
18%

A consumer is two-and-a-half times
more likely to close a loan if the
first signature document is handled
via a successful electronic delivery.
reassure lenders that going paperless
doesn’t have to be done all at once.
But it’s clear that creating a userfriendly, fast signing experience on
the very first loan document can have

80% of loan packages contained
less than six documents. Today, that’s
down to 50%. The sheer increase in
the number of documents being sent
means that lenders who are still using

mail or courier are dealing with larger
sets of documents, requiring more
assembly and additional expenses to
send. The cost and efficiency case
for electronic delivery has never been
more compelling.
What’s Next?
According to the National Association of Realtors, the median age of
first-time homebuyers is 31. This is a
generation of tech-savvy consumers
who like things fast and online. Pleasing their ever-growing demands for
simple and visually pleasing online
experiences will be no easy task. The
CFPB and other regulatory bodies
will only continue to push forward
new rules and regulations that will
naturally bring added complexities to
bank processes and procedures.
There are limitless benefits to simply delivering documents electronically, even if those documents end up
being executed on paper. Being able
to keep data digital only enhances

a bank’s ability to leverage that data
to analyze what is working and what
isn’t in current process, as well as to
have a real-time view into the status
of the transaction.
Lets be clear, for every consumer
who wants a digital experience there’s
another who would prefer to complete necessary actions via paper. For
lenders, it can often feel like an overwhelming, even overbearing task to
transform so many manual processes
into being feasible in a digital environment. I want lenders to breathe a
little easier with these statistics that

provide a view into how several of the
top banks in the US are performing
today.
Don’t completely focus on being paperless – maybe just have a
goal to paper less. Iterative, more
manageable investments early in
the process can fuel efficiencies that
impact a successful bottom line to
the entire process. Also, tacking on
small checkpoints to communicate
with consumers can also drastically
reduce the time to close and improve
pull-through rates — without any
technological investment. ❖
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